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Abstract:  
 
                             We consider perfect verifiable secret sharing (VSS) in a synchronous network of n processors 

(players) where a designated player called the dealer wishes to distribute a secret s among the players in a way that 

none of them obtain any information, but any t + 1 players obtain full information about the secret. The round 

complexity of a VSS protocol is defined as the number of rounds performed in the sharing phase. Gennaro, Ishai, 

Kushilevitz and Rabin showed that three rounds are necessary and sufficient when n > 3t. Sufficiency, however, was 

only demonstrated by means of an inefficient (i.e., exponential-time) protocol and the construction of inefficient 

three-round protocol were left as an open problem. In this paper, we present an efficient three-round protocol for 

VSS. The solution is based on a three-round solution of so-called weak verifiable secret sharing (WSS), for which 

we also prove that three rounds are a lower bound. Furthermore, we also demonstrate that one round is sufficient for 

WSS when n > 4t, and that VSS can be achieved in 1 + " amortized rounds (for any " > 0) when n > 3t. 

 

Keywords: Decryption, Encryption, Verifiable Secret Sharing, Hybrid Secure Communication, RSA. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A networked environment is a key soul to the applications running in any enterprise. To maintain security in such 

applications involve more than a particular algorithm or protocol for encryption & decryption as well as for 

generation of sub-keys to be mapped to the plain text to generate cipher text. It means that participants should be in 

possession of some secret information (key), which can be used for protecting data from unauthorized users. The 

main purpose of this project is to provide an efficient way to the shareholders for secret reconstruction. 

The RSA algorithm is the predominant mode used today for public-key cryptography and RSA threshold 

cryptographic systems have been devised by various authors. This paper explores several threshold RSA systems, 

which can be used for signing documents and decryption among other purposes. For simplicity, this paper focuses 
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on signature schemes. Threshold RSA cryptosystems are in use today, for example, the root CA key for 

MasterCard/VISA's Secure Electronic Transaction system is protected via a threshold RSA scheme[20]. 

Verifiable secret sharing (VSS) is an important primitive in distributed cryptography that allows a dealer to share a 

secret among n parties in the presence of an adversary controlling at most t of them. In the computational setting, 

the feasibility of VSS schemes based on commitments was established over two decades ago. Interestingly, all 

known computational VSS schemes rely on the homomorphic nature of the commitments or achieve weaker 

guarantees. As homomorphism is not inherent to commitments or to the computational setting in general, a closer 

look at its utility to VSS is called for. 

 

In this paper, we demonstrate that homomorphism of commitments is not a necessity for computational VSS in the 

synchronous or in the asynchronous communication setting. We present new VSS schemes based only on the 

definitional properties of commitments that are almost as good as existing VSS schemes based homomorphic 

commitments. Furthermore, they have significantly lower communication complexities than their (statistical or 

perfect) unconditional counterparts. Considering the feasibility of commitments from any claw-free permutation, 

one-way function or collision-resistant hash function, our schemes can be an excellent alternative to unconditional 

VSS in the future. 

 

Further, in the synchronous communication model, we observe that a crucial interactive complexity measure of 

round complexity has never been formally studied for computational VSS. Interestingly, for the optimal resiliency 

conditions, the least possible round complexity in the known computational VSS schemes is identical to that in the 

(statistical or perfect) unconditional setting: three rounds. Considering the strength of the computational setting, this 

equivalence is certainly surprising. In this paper, we show that three rounds are actually not mandatory for 

computational VSS. We present the rest two-round VSS scheme for n = 2t + 1 and lower-bound the result tightly by 

proving the impossibility of one-round computational VSS for t = 2 or n = 3t. For the remaining condition of t = 1 

and n = 4, we present a one-round VSS scheme. We also include a new two-round VSS scheme using homomorphic 

commitments that have the same communication complexity as the well-known three-round Feldman and Pedersen 

VSS schemes. 

 

Objective: 

 

• To review public-key cryptography  

• To demonstrate that confidentiality and sender-authentication can be achieved simultaneously with PKC  

• To review the RSA algorithm for public-key cryptography  

• To present the proof of the RSA algorithm  

• To go over the computational issues related to RSA  

• To discuss the vulnerabilities of RSA  

 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A method of encryption that combines two or more encryption schemes and includes a combination of symmetric 

and asymmetric encryption to take advantage of the strengths of each type of encryption is known as Hybrid 

Encryption. RSA is a cryptosystem for public-key encryption and is widely used for securing sensitive data, 

particularly when being sent over an insecure network such as the Internet. RSA derives its security from the 

difficulty of factoring large integers that are the product of two large prime numbers. Multiplying these two numbers 

is easy, but determining the original prime numbers from the total -- factoring -- is considered infeasible due to the 

time it would take even using today‟s supercomputers. 

 

For our work in the synchronous setting, we closely follow the network and adversary model of the best known VSS 

schemes: Feldman VSS [11] and Pedersen VSS [4]. These schemes are called non-interactive as they require 
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unidirectional private links from the dealer to the parties; non-dealer parties speak only via the broadcast channel. 

Our protocol assumes nearly the same network model; however, in addition, we also allow parties to send messages 

to the dealer over the private channel. In practice, it is reasonable to assume that private links are bidirectional. Note 

that we do not need any private communication links between non-dealer parties. This network relaxation is an 

advantage of computational VSS over unconditional VSS as Pedersen [4] proved that unconditional VSS schemes 

are impossible in the network where only the dealer is connected to the parties by the private communication 

channel and a common broadcast medium is available. 

 

It is also important to compare our work with unconditional VSS as we work towards reducing the cryptographic 

assumptions required for computational VSS. In unconditional or information theoretic settings, there are two 

different possibilities for the VSS properties; they can be held perfectly (i.e., error-free) or statistically with 

negligible error probability. Assuming a broadcast channel, perfect VSS is possible if and only if n = 3t + 1 [2], 

while statistical VSS is possible for n = 2t + 1 [5]. Gennaro et al. [13] initiated the study of the round complexity of 

unconditional VSS, which was extended by Fitzi et. al.[12] and Katz et. al.[9]. They concentrate on unconditional 

VSS with perfect security and show that three rounds in the sharing phase are necessary and sufficient for n = 3t + 

1. In the statistical scenario, Patra et al.[9] show that n = 3t + 1 is necessary and sufficient for 2-round statistical 

VSS. Recently, Kumaresan et al.[6] extended the result to prove that 3 rounds are enough for designing statistical 

VSS with n = 2t + 1. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

The major problem with existing cryptographic scenario is that it cannot achieve authentication and confidentiality 

along with integrity in a single step. In PKI, encryption and decryption are performed with different keys, where the 

private key is a non-sharable entity. Subsequently, there is a procedure to maintain authentication and confidentiality 

by implementation digital envelope for communication. A digital envelope is a secure electronic data container that 

is used to protect a message through encryption and data authentication. A digital envelope allows users to encrypt 

data with the speed of secret key encryption and the convenience and security of public key encryption. Rivest, 

Shamir and Adleman (RSA) Public-Key Cryptography Standard (PKCS) #7 governs the application of cryptography 

to data for digital envelopes and digital signatures. A digital envelope uses two layers of encryption: private key and 

public key encryption. 

Public key encryption is used to send a secret key to a receiving party over a network. This technique does not 

require plain text communication. 

 

Either of the following methods may be used to create a digital envelope: 

• Secret key encryption algorithms, such as Rijndael or Twofish, for message encryption.  

• PKC algorithm like RSA for secret key encryption with a receiver‟s public key.  

 

A digital envelope may be decrypted by using a receiver's private key to decrypt a secret key, or by using a secret 

key to decrypt encrypted data. An example of a digital envelope is Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), popular data 

cryptography software that also provides cryptographic privacy and data communication authentication. A digital 

envelope is also known as a digital wrapper 

 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed solutions will not only give a way to establish secure communication but it will also help to improve 

the level of encryption by reducing security overhead. The system does not require any external system interface for 
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development.  

 

Public-Key Requirements 

•Public-Key algorithms rely on two keys where:  

o It is computationally infeasible to find decryption key knowing only algorithm & encryption key  

o It is computationally easy to en/decrypt messages when the relevant (en/decrypt) key is known  

o Either of the two related keys can be used for encryption, with the other used for decryption (for 

some algorithms)  

 

These are formidable requirements which only a few algorithms have satisfied 

 

Public-Key Cryptography 

PKC scheme uses one key for encryption and a different key for decryption. Modern PKC was first described using 

a two-key crypto system in which two parties could engage in a secure communication over a non-secure 

communications channel without having to share a secret key [5]. In PKC, one of the keys is designated the public 

key and may be advertised as widely as the owner wants. The other key is designated the private key and is never 

revealed to another party. RSA is one of the first and still most common PKC implementation that is in use today for 

key exchange or digital signatures.  

 

The cardinal advantage of this method is that administration of keys on a network requires the presence of only a 

functionally trusted third party (TTP), as opposed to an unconditionally trusted TTP. Depending on the mode of 

usage, the TTP might only be required in an “off-line” manner, as opposed to in real time. Many public-key schemes 

yield relatively efficient signature mechanisms. The key used to describe the public verification function is typically 

much smaller than for the symmetric-key counterpart [6-9] 

.  

 

Security of Public Key Schemes 

•like private key schemes brute force exhaustive search attack is always theoretically possible 

•but keys used are too large … >512bits (PK schemes are generic and super-polynomial … can always choose a 

bigger instance, unlike block ciphers) 

•security relies on a large enough difference in difficulty between easy (en/decrypt) and hard (cryptanalysis) 

problems 

•more generally the hard problem is „known‟, but is made hard enough to be impractical to break 
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Public-Key Cryptosystems 

 
 

Chosen Ciphertext Attacks 

•RSA is vulnerable to a chosen ciphertext attack (CCA)  

•attacker chooses cipher-texts and gets decrypted plaintext back  

•choose cipher-text to exploit properties of RSA to provide info to help cryptanalysis  

•can counter with a random pad of plaintext  

•or use optimal asymmetric encryption padding (OAEP) 

V. VSS in the Synchronous Network Model 

In our synchronous communication model, along with being adaptive and t-bounded, we allow the adversary to be 

rushing: in every round of communication it can wait to hear the messages of the honest parties before sending (or 

broadcasting) its own messages. By round complexity of VSS, we mean the number of rounds in the sharing and 

reconstruction phases of any execution. Although it is possible to have more than one round during the 

reconstruction phase [9], all of our protocols ask for a single round during reconstruction. Therefore, in this paper, 

we denote the round complexity of a VSS protocol as the number of rounds in its sharing phase. 

1024 bit RSA Keys 

The RSA algorithm is an asymmetric key cipher using a "public key" and a "private key". The parameters that 

describe the RSA public and private key pair are selected to satisfy the fundamental strict dependency requirements 

of the RSA cipher, enabling either key to decrypt content encrypted with the other key. The "public key" actually 

represents a pair of parameters (numbers): a Modulus and a public exponent E. The public exponent is usually 

chosen to be relatively small (often 3 bytes). The size of the Modulus in bits is referred to as the "key size". A 

Modulus of size 128 bytes represents a "1024 bit RSA key". The "private key" is usually described as a number pair 

consisting of the same key Modulus and a private exponent D. D is usually chosen to be about the same size as the 

modulus (~128 bytes). Random selection of Modulus E and D starts by random selection of two large prime 

numbers. The sample key data below shows typical prime numbers P, Q, the Modulus and Exponent displayed as 
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big-endian ordered byte arrays followed by the corresponding decimal integer number. The product P*Q below is 

calculated to verify that P*Q = Modulus. 

Generation of RSA signatures or RSA encryption first typically requires formatting the data to be signed or 

encrypted into a PKCS #1 Signature (Type 1) or Encryption (Type 2) data block. The data block is the same size as 

the key modulus. Then exponentiation of the data with D (for RSA signatures) or E (for RSA encryption) (modulo 

Modulus) is performed producing the digital signature or RSA encrypted data. 

 

P [64 bytes/512 bits] 

[FA, F7, 2D, 97, 66, 5C, 47, 66, B9, BB, 3C, 33, 75, CC, 54, E0, 71, 12, 1F, 90, B4, AA, 94, 4C, B8, 8E, 4B, EE, 

64, F9, D3, F8, 71, DF, B9, A7, 05, 55, DF, CE, 39, 19, 3D, 1B, EB, D5, FA, 63, 01, 52, 2E, 01, 7B, 05, 33, 5F, F5, 

81, 6A, F9, C8, 65, C7, 65] 

 

Decimal: 

13144131834269512219260941993714669605006625743172006030529504645527800951523697 

620149903055663251854220067020503783524785523675819158836547734770656069477 

Digits: 155 

 

Q [64 bytes/512 bits] 

[EA, A0, F7, B0, 11, D8, 58, BC, 1F, E7, D9, EA, E6, 2B, E3, 68, 48, 39, 7A, 0C, 16, 5D, E3, 58, 95, DB, B7, CB, 

E8, F0, 24, B4, 65, 62, 5A, EB, 28, 08, 79, 0A, 30, 53, 18, C5, 36, 35, DC, 5C, F6, 66, 77, 44, F2, B4, BA, 46, CF, 

30, 0A, DF, 05, AE, 40, 23] 

 

Decimal: 

12288506286091804108262645407658709962803358186316309871205769703371233115856772 

658236824631092740403057127271928820363983819544292950195585905303695015971 

Digits: 155 

 

Modulus [128 bytes/1024 bits] 

[E6, 03, BC, F9, FA, 9B, 40, 5C, D8, 51, AC, 0A, 3D, 33, F9, 12, 0C, 89, 57, E7, 98, 25, C2, A5, BD, AE, 35, 00, 

0C, 5E, 6B, 1D, 30, 21, 62, 20, 0D, D3, 56, 59, C2, AE, 13, 8E, FF, 1E, 6B, B3, 94, A7, 45, F0, F8, 71, B8, AF, 86, 

13, 71, 10, 6F, A0, DB, 08, 7C, 74, AC, 64, DF, 7C, 8B, 41, F3, 36, 3F, 7A, 79, 1D, 83, 3D, 68, 02, 90, 52, 3F, C7, 

4D, 0B, 99, 26, 07, 44, 68, 1B, FE, 8C, C7, 0B, 67, 7D, 15, D1, 54, 6A, 34, F2, F4, D3, 61, A4, 3F, ED, 28, 55, 52, 

39, 47, 14, 20, E4, 1A, 82, E7, 4D, 57, 69, 82, CF] 

 

Decimal: 

16152174667064029642647365822885998430666314431815268152405470907824573659036629 

72483772980826569393306732864932303362619914669385966910731129686267107921489042 

39628873374506302653492009810626437582587089465395941375496004739918498276676334 

238241465498030036586063929902368192004233172032080188726965600617167 

Digits: 309 

 

Exponent = [01, 00, 01] 

 

Decimal: 

65537 

Digits: 5 
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P*Q 

16152174667064029642647365822885998430666314431815268152405470907824573659036629 

72483772980826569393306732864932303362619914669385966910731129686267107921489042 

39628873374506302653492009810626437582587089465395941375496004739918498276676334 

238241465498030036586063929902368192004233172032080188726965600617167 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

There were many more papers in the field of threshold RSA schemes than I could cover and it was hard to choose 

which to focus on, as a result some major work might have been omitted. If there is not a book yet on threshold RSA 

by a prominent expert in the field, then there is a need for one, as there are so many papers that claim to make one 

enhancement or another and it is very difficult to discern if the claim is truly novel or even correct, especially 

without a background in group theory. It is my hope that the schemes that I did examine are among the known 

works in the field. Embarking on this project deepened my understanding of the many difficulties encountered in 

threshold RSA schemes, yet many complexities I left uncovered, such as analysis from an adversarial or 

computational complexity perspective. 

 

It seems that a merged approach of the schemes of sections 4 and 5 covers almost all the main TRSA security issues: 

no trusted dealer, protection of the private key, k out of N sharing, and measures for robustness against malicious 

participants during the key and modulus generation and during the signature generation. However, I am not 

convinced that it does this in a manner that is efficient enough to be commonly used unless N is very small, 

especially not in a system where the number of participants needed to sign a message could change arbitrarily. We 

found Boneh's (et.al.) work some of the most interesting in part because they have a project at Stanford (ITTC) that 

attempts to implement a non-trusted dealer TRSA scheme. The fastest scenario is when all servers are honest and 

k=N, as could be expected. Using various optimizations such as distributed sieving, they are able to generate 1024 

bit keys in under 91 seconds on a 10Mbps Ethernet, and in less than 6 minutes on a wide area network with cross-

country communication[18][19], which they consider acceptable, but will probably need enhancing before being 

adopted by the mainstream. 

 

In this paper, we considered computational VSS as a standalone primitive. Our VSS schemes may also be easily 

leveraged in applications such as asynchronous Byzantine agreement protocols and multi-party communications. 

However, other VSS applications such as proactive share renewal and share recovery schemes[4] and distributed 

key generation[12] heavily rely on homomorphism of the commitments. It represents an interesting open problem if 

we can do better than in the unconditional case (e.g. [10]) for these applications. Further, most of the threshold 

cryptographic protocols also rely on homomorphism to verify the correctness. It will be interesting to check the 

feasibility of these threshold protocols based our VSS schemes without using expensive zero-knowledge proofs[21]. 

Finally, our protocols based on the definitional properties of commitment schemes are expensive (by a factor of n) in 

terms of communication complexity in comparison to the respective protocols employing homomorphic 

commitments. It is also worthwhile to study whether this gap in communication complexity is inevitable. 
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